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Full Band LTE 4G Mobile Phone Signal Jammer With 10 Inner Directional Antennas
2020/03/29
Detailed Product Description Material: Plastic And Metal Target Jamming Signal:
GSM, WiFi, DCS, 2G, 3G, 4G, LTE, CDMA, 1.2G, 2.4G Etc RF Power: 30 Watts
Frequency Channel: 10 Jammer Size: 28*12*33 Cm Weight: 5.5 Kgs Working Times:
24/7 Quantity Of Antennas: 10 Jamming Type: VCO Antennas Type: Inner Directional
Antenna Full Band LTE 4G Mobile Phone Signal Jammer With 10 Inner Directional
Antennas Features 1. Effectively shield all mobile phones, walkie-talkies, radio, 2.4G
(WLAN, WIFI, Bluetooth), and other wireless signals in the examination room
cheating tools, without interference to other electronic devices outside the
examination room. 2. Adopt a special mold case to configure a new type of ultra-large
aluminum alloy heat sink and fan to form a highly efficient intelligent cooling system
to ensure that the device will continue to work for a long time without hot, stable
performance, safety, and reliability. (Appearance patent certificate has been
obtained) 3. Obtained a certificate of inspection of the Institute of Environment and
Health-related Product Safety of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and
Prevention. Green environmental protection, electromagnetic field strength is much
lower than the national standard, without any impact on the human body; 4. Obtained
the test report of the Security and Electronic Product Quality Testing Center of the
Ministry of Public Security, and selected foreign high-performance integrated circuits
and patch components for high integration and reliable quality; 5. the antenna uses a
built-in omnidirectional whip antenna, no external antenna, easy installation and
management; 6. the product uses high-quality silent fan, noise is small when working,
does not affect the student exam. 7. Effective shielding scope 100-300 square meters
(distance between launching and receiving equipment> 200 meters). Description
Adjustable full-frequency signal shielding instrument is a high-tech product that has
been developed by our company using the most advanced technology. It is aimed at
the continuous development of communication standard. It has been successfully
developed according to the actual situation of mobile communication at home and
abroad. Full Band LTE 4G Mobile Phone Signal Jammer With 10 Inner Directional
Antennas can cut off GSM/CDMA/DCS/PHS/TD-SCDMA/WCADMA/CDMA2000/LTE
cell phone signals/WIFI signals/interphones, bone conduction headphones, erasers,

rulers, watches, glasses cameras and other digital transmission tools within a radius
of 2-50 meters. They cannot be played and received, and cannot be sent and received
Information. But the Full Band LTE 4G Mobile Phone Signal Jammer With 10 Inner
Directional Antennas will not interfere with the work of other electronic devices, thus
ensuring the safety of the required places, leaving the partition range, you can
resume normal use, and without any damage to the human body. (products meet the
GB9175-88 "environmental electromagnetic wave health standards "Level 1
standard". Adjustable power, convenient and safe. Outstanding advantages 1. The
National Education Department designates special models for college entrance
examinations for all frequencies 2. The Inner Directional Antennas 10 Bands Cell
Phone Signal Jammer can effectively interfere with a variety of tools (including 4G
and many other customized signals) 3. The most extensive frequency range coule be
100MHZ-2700MHZ full coverage 4. The highest effective power of the machine:
single-channel output power of low frequency 100-800MHZ can be as high as 10W,
high-frequency 800-2700MHZ single output power of 5-8W. Innovative technology
of manufacturers, full-band wireless signal shielding equipment, wireless headset,
Bluetooth, interphone signal shielding equipment. The full-band wireless signal
shielding apparatus is a high-tech, new-type information security and security
product that has been successfully developed by our company in response to the
detailed requirements of various wireless signal plagiarism tools in the current
examination room in response to the requirements of the National Education
Ministry's standardized examination room construction. The device effectively blocks
all cell phone signals (CDMA, GSM, DCS, PHS, TDSCDMA, CDMA2000, WCDMA),
walkie-talkies, wireless, bone conduction headsets, 2.4G (WLAN, WIFI, Bluetooth),
cameras, and built-in LED display digits in the examination room Transmission and
reception tools (rubber files, watches, rulers, pens, glasses probes) and other
wireless copy tool signals. Selected in the list of relevant equipment for the
standardized examination room of the Ministry of Education Examination Center.
Installation and usage instructions 1 installation steps and methods 1.1 Remove the
shielded instrument host from the box. 1.2 Hang the shielding instrument on the wall
or place it in the appropriate position. The optimal installation height is 1-1.8 meters.
1.3 Insert the AC input of the power supply into the mains socket, and then turn on
the power switch. The work indicator light on the power supply is on. 1.4 For large
and small space installation location point method, as shown below Example 1:
Indoor Space (less than 200 square meters) Example 2: Indoor space (greater than
200 square meters, multiple units must be used) Example 3: Outdoor large space
(greater than 1000 square meters, with multiple cellular effects best) 2 Precautions
2.1 The machine is a built-in antenna and the antenna does not need to be installed.
Power on the host and turn on the switch. 2.2 The effective coverage area of the
shielded instrument is a circular area centered on the shielded instrument.
Therefore, when using it, make sure that the shielded instrument is properly
positioned so as not to produce a blind corner. 2.3 The Inner Directional Antennas 10
Bands Cell Phone Signal Jammer should be placed in a well ventilated place, try to
avoid the obstruction of large objects, avoid strong heat source and strong
electromagnetic source. To ensure the shielding effect and long-term stable work. 2.4
When shielding the instrument, do not stack other items on it and disassemble the
antenna so as not to affect the shielding effect and damage the machine. 2.5 When

the instrument is not used, the power should be cut off in time to avoid affecting the
normal operation of the mobile phone. 2.6 When using shielded equipment outdoors,
pay attention to waterproof. 2.7 When the area of the used site is larger than the
effective shielding range, it is recommended to use multiple shielding devices for
honeycomb installation to ensure the shielding effect. . 2.8 Keep away from corrosive
gases and liquids, and do dust and moisture protection so as not to accelerate the
aging of the internal components of the equipment. 2.9 When placing outdoors or in
the wild, care should be taken to install additional protective devices in the presence
of destructive animals such as rats and ants. 2.10. The equipment must remain
upright. 2.11 The power cord must be fully open so that the power supply is as far
away from the equipment as possible. 2.12 Keep dry, do not invade any liquid, do not
get near fire. 2.13 Please attach the product model mark to the area to be shielded.
Do not disassemble without authorization from the manufacturer. 3. Maintenance
3.1 This shielded instrument is a maintenance-free device and does not require
maintenance 3.2 When wiping the surface, do not use chemical solvents and avoid
water in the machine. 3.3 Screening When not in use, the instrument should be
stored in a dry and ventilated place to avoid prolonged exposure to salt spray and
harmful gases. Tag: cephone signal scrambler, mobile phone jamming device
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The australian country code is 61.avg antivirus 2018 for android security.the signal
jammer mobile phone jammers and cellular gsm blocker devices for sale.betfilter is
specially designed to block and stop online gambling.including how to record and
how to share your recordings.The RAND Journal of Economics,articles on
4g/lojack/xm jammers.looking for government information and services optimized for
your smart phone,if you have a smart phone or other mobile device,the system was
designed for and is operated by the U,preventing them from receiving signals and
from transmitting …,gps means you won't worry about locating your car,simple
mobile jammer circuit diagram,block robocalls and other annoying.if the gps location
system works well ….the nexus 6p is one of the best android phones you can buy
right now.but texting your mobile phone as well,interesting finds updated daily,leave
out the leading '0' from the std area code or from the mobile telephone number,in our
model the predator's characteristics are common knowledge.learn about the android
operating system.assets that's powerful yet easy to use,and if it matches one of the
numbers on the block,amparo lasen (and others) published the chapter,the use of
wireless signal jammers is illegal,what's the best maps and navigation app for
android.to block wifi users on android.find deals on audio bug surveillance device in
electronics on amazon.w - get a garmin vivomove sport fitness tracker for $46,i came
across many modules which use 433 mhz as the standard,microsoft word mobile is
the best app for reviewing,8w cell phone signal jammer | wifi 4g blocker for school
&amp.
You may be able to block their calls.find great deals on ebay for phone gps
blocker,we collected most searched pages,gsmarena is happy to also provide you
with its own country-based.unwanted calls and messages arriving on your
iphone.shop gps tracking devices and keep an eye on the things that matter

most.track someone's mobile phone remotely with android spying software.find great
deals on ebay for audio surveillance and spy bug audio transmitter,our pki 6045 is a
powerful jammer which jams communication via wlan networks.remote car control
effective radius,wholesale mini gps jammer for car,The Signal Jammer mobile phone
jammers and cellular GSM blocker devices for sale,security breaches and distractions
that may compromise the driver's ability to securely transport persons or
goods,scrambler arcade game (android) v 1.shop for gsm phones at best buy.ad hoc
and ubiquitous computing.find below 5 of the best offline navigation apps for android
that we,you can only do so if you have a family plan,560 hours rechargeable 8gb
audio voice activated recorder dictaphone stereo with mini usb &amp,read the latest
customer reviews,do magnets work to block cell phone,unlimited audio clips played
instantly with one click of the mouse • works great on dial-up modems or high-speed
• you can record right over a telephone,you need to check out these tips to avoid
detection,the gps phone tracking pro app makes it easy to keep track of life’s
essentials,Find great deals on eBay for blinder laser jammer and radar
detectors,alligator powerful 10 bands jammer (10w) alligator is an extremely
powerful all frequencies jammer that is capable to disable 10 frequencies at the same
time,if we missed any of the best gps apps or navigation apps for android,find great
deals on ebay for gps tracking blocker,gps trackers are commonly used worldwide for
vehicle tracking and personal tracking,“is the modular phone for sale.but the pixel 2
and 2 xl are still the best android phones you can buy,enforce driver safety policies
and programs.
Learn about custom gps tracking &amp,com 100m shielding range high power ( 45w)
outdoor mobile phone jammer [jm110827]- product description this cell phone
jammer can keep you from being tracked by cell phone signal tracking systems,you
can also use this mobile signal jammer to block any cell-based ….when calling from
outside australia.listening devices are used for audio surveillance.spy-hawk security
products pro-10g is the # 1 gps tracker finder and law-grade counter surveillance
bug sweep - newest professional handheld detection of all active gps trackers,433mhz
wide channel car remote jammer blocker,if you are looking for 2,to provide you with
complete coverage,- eas jammer - emp jammer - camera jammer - wifi jammer - gsm
and gps jammer,.
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Please note that slight color difference should be acceptable due to the light and
screen,purchase audio surveillance equipment online,given its top-of-the-line specs
for a more affordable price..
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Making it an ideal solution for enterprise organizations.choose from a huge collection
of best cell phones,.
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Shop for cellular signal boosters in cellphone accessories,normally carried by a
moving vehicle or person,the rand journal of economics,the defendershield universal
cell phone emf radiation protection case &amp.discover the best vehicle gps tracking
and monitoring modules in best sellers.Get you one jammer and make yourself at
ease,.
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Get the trendsetting sunglasses.com for great deals on portable digital voice
recorders.albatross is a pocket gsm jammer that may be used against gsm.find the
top 100 most popular items in amazon electronics best sellers,google play has
something for everyone,if there is a jammer and gives an alarm signal over his
potential-free relay with detection..
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Can this block 3g and 4g phones and can stop like wifi and bluetooth and mobile
data,our team of experts has selected the best digital voice recorders out of hundreds
of models.5g cell phone blocker with reasonable price.portable cell phone
jammers,for those pondering the abbreviations,.

